Participation Overview
Thank you for being part of the Fundred Project! All that you need for participation is in this packet. We look forward to seeing your Fundreds and having your school/organization as part of our community to spread and increase awareness about lead poisoning in the U.S.!

- Invitation from Fundred Team
- Fundred Toolkit
- Fundred Classroom Unit Overview
- Reflection Focus Group Guide
- Fundred Templates (with annotated instructions)
- Fundred Bundle Bands

Steps to Participate
1. Maximize Engagement. Start with the Unit Overview, Toolkit, and website resources and get creative with your own Fundred workshop or lesson plan, encouraging participation from members of your class, group, and/or local community. Get Fundred templates at fundred.org or from your local engagement coordinator.

2. Get Drawing. In your workshop or lesson, students create their own Fundred Dollar Bills, becoming part of the collective effort working towards solutions to lead poisoning. Remember, only one Fundred per person participating.

3. Send your Fundreds to the Fundred Reserve. Once you have completed your Fundreds, bundle them with the provided Fundred Bundle Bands to secure individual bills, and label them with your school’s name and the number of bills completed. Send bundles to the Collection Center and they will be added to the national collection!

**Continue Engagement**
- Share a photo of your #Fundred on social media with a few words about what makes your Fundred unique to you! What do you want to see happen with your Fundred? Tag us on facebook, instagram or twitter @FundredProject.
- Go to an event, check our website/ social media for details.
- Join us via social media on April 25 for the Fundred Project day of advocacy when your Fundreds are presented in DC!
- Consider creating a video, zine, or other creative project, writing letters to your representatives, or engaging on social media as part of our nationwide effort to increase lead poisoning education.
- What are some activities that you are interested in? (i.e. write to governor, engage in another social issue?) Let us know what you are up to #fundred, info@fundred.org.